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Taking concepts of brand management and applying them to 
employee management is an effective strategy for attracting, 
hiring, and retaining top talent.

In this white paper, we will discuss the concept of “employer 
brand” and how your small business can stand out against 
competitors in the employment market by strengthening and 
promoting your unique brand to talented job seekers. Rather 
than jumping straight to the marketing, we will provide a 
method for ensuring that the employer brand you promote 
resonates with the talented individuals you want to hire. 
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Understanding Your Employer Brand

Many small business owners are familiar with the importance of consumer 
brand. Your consumer brand represents who you are as a business to your 
customers and prospective customers; this includes how you stand apart 
from similar businesses, and what your goals are in delivering your product 
or service. A bad brand is a bad business; where one goes, the other will 
quickly follow--most business owners understand this.

But what about your employer brand? What is this, and how does it affect 
the health of your business?

Your employer brand is essentially the same as your consumer brand; 
however, an employer brand represents who you are as a business to your 
employees and prospective employees. In other words, your consumer 
brand makes and fulfills a promise to individuals with the goal of gaining 
their continued business, and an employer brand makes and fulfills a 
promise to individuals with the goal of gaining and keeping their talent 
through employment.
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Your Employer Brand Right Now
Though the word “brand” is sometimes cast in a negative light, building your brand is a universal practice for any 
small business--even if it’s not necessarily intentional by the business itself. Negative connotations associated with 
brand likely come to mind when we confuse it with the marketing strategies and tactics used to promote the brand. So 
putting aside marketing strategies and tactics--logos, slogans, messaging, materials, advertisements, et al.--consider 
these three questions as a quick and dirty way to assess your employer brand:

What is the purpose of our business?
How is working at our business different than working at others?
How do people feel about our business before, during, and after working here?

By answering these questions and--more importantly--asking your employees to answer these questions, you will have 
the building blocks of your employer brand. Remember to complete this assessment before creating any strategy to 
strengthen or market your brand. If your brand (what you are) is not in alignment with your brand marketing (what 
you are promising to be), then you will be misleading your job applicants and laying the groundwork for a bad brand 
image--that means bad business and low morale/high turnover for your employees.

Links To More On This Topic...

Hiring Process Hurting 
Your Employer Brand?
www.exacthire.com

Improve Your Hiring Process: 
Protect Employment Brand
www.exacthire.com

Build a Recruitment Brand, 
And They Will Come…
www.exacthire.com

http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/hiring-process-hurting-employer-brand/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/hiring-process-hurting-employer-brand/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/hiring-process-hurting-employer-brand/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/improve-hiring-process-protect-employment-brand/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/improve-hiring-process-protect-employment-brand/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/improve-hiring-process-protect-employment-brand/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/recruiting/build-recruitment-brand-part-1/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/recruiting/build-recruitment-brand-part-1/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/recruiting/build-recruitment-brand-part-1/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/hiring-process-hurting-employer-brand/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/recruiting/build-recruitment-brand-part-1/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/improve-hiring-process-protect-employment-brand/
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4 Steps to Assess Your Employer Brand

4.  Incorporate the Assessment Insights Into a Prioritized Continual Improvement Plan

1.  Develop a Brief Survey for All Employees

2.  Distribute Survey 

3.  Collect and Compile the Responses

- Determine timeline for distribution, collection, and reporting back.

- While paper and pen will work, online survey tools like SurveyMonkey can simplify distribution, compilation, and reporting.

- The survey can simply ask the three basic assessment questions listed on page 4.

- Use open-ended questions in order to accommodate as many perspectives as possible.

- Be sure to communicate how everyone will benefit from the responses.

- Ensure anonymity.

- Provide a deadline for completion.

- Be sure to remind everyone of the upcoming deadline and importance of responding.

- After collecting, thank everyone for responding and provide timeline for reporting the results back to respondents.

- Group similar responses to reflect a common perspective. (Example: “Our business is different because we have flexible work 

hours” and “...because we can work from home as needed” might be counted as one perspective).

- Positive perspectives can point to processes, activities, or policies that should be maintained. 

- Negative perspectives can indicate opportunities for growth and improvement.

- An improvement plan that is, in part, based on survey responses will strengthen employee confidence and loyalty.
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Consumer Loyalty Vs. Employer Loyalty
Simply put, “consumer brand loyalty” is the phenomenon wherein 
consumers choose to exclusively purchase a product or service from 
one business, or brand, over a long period of time. Sometimes this is 
because the quality of the product or service is perceived to be better, 
sometimes it’s because the brand provides an intangible benefit, such 
as prestige, fashion, righteousness, or a sense of belonging. The 
bottom line is that the purchasing decision is based on factors that are 
not limited to price ($$$).

Similarly, “employer brand loyalty” describes an employee’s choice to 
exclusively contract with an employer over a long period of time for 
reasons beyond salary ($$$)...or job seekers who repeatedly apply for 
open positions at the same organization because it’s their “dream job”. 
Perceptions also play a significant role in the development of employer 
brand loyalty. In fact, many of the intangible benefits that convince 
a consumer to be loyal to a brand, can be the same reasons why 
an employee or job seeker is loyal to an employer brand--prestige, 
fashion, righteousness, a sense of belonging.

The big difference between consumer and employer brand loyalty?

Grow Employer Brand Loyalty
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Consumer brand loyalty is based on how the brand treats the consumer.  Employer brand loyalty is based on 
job seekers’ perceptions of how the organization treats employees, and how the brand treats applicants...
but there’s more. Since employees are, themselves, the employer brand, their loyalty is based on how 
they treat one another. This means that in addition to gathering feedback from consumers on products or 
services, businesses must provide opportunities for applicants and employees to provide feedback on their 
experience--from applying, to hiring-on, to their last day. The continual improvement process is a perfect 
way to capture this vital information.

Continual Improvement
Successful small businesses know that operating at optimal levels on Day 1 is nearly impossible, and 
so smart owners plan for continual improvements that will ensure sustained growth and profitability. In 
improving a consumer brand, this can be illustrated by adding features to a product in order to address 
customer complaints. For an employer brand, an example could be investing in new technologies that 
automate tedious HR tasks and increase hiring and onboarding process efficiency.

Making informed changes to existing processes in order to increase efficiency in operations is at the heart 
of continual improvement. But, often times, decision-makers are blind to process inefficiencies that plague 
daily operations because they are not close enough to the processes. And although process inefficiency 
may seem of little importance in regard to consumers, it will take a toll on employees. From there, it’s 
only a matter of time before the low morale of employees begins to impact customers and the consumer 
brand. Therefore, it is vital to understand that the strength of employer brand loyalty and consumer brand 
loyalty are connected; in order to achieve high levels of both, a business must engage customers, as well as 
employees, in the improvement process.

Again, no one expects all operations to hum in the early days of a small business. Mistakes are made, 
unexpected challenges occur, and resources are often limited; however, if lessons are not learned and 
shared, then those mistakes and setbacks can begin to define an organization and its employer brand--
“The people are nice, the product is good, but the place is dysfunctional.”
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Gaining Employee and Job Seeker Perspectives
It is important to have a plan in place that provides employees with a formal channel through which they can 
suggest improvements. This can be as simple as a drop box (real or virtual), or it can be a standing topic at 
department meetings. Regardless of the chosen channel, it must be easy to submit and receive suggestions, 
and each suggestion should receive a genuine response.

Similarly, an employer of choice will have a mechanism in place to gain the job seeker perspective on possible 
improvements to the hiring process. One way is to survey job candidates--both those who were hired and 
those who were not. While your response rate may be higher with new-hires, the fact that you care enough to 
ask job candidates about improving your processes speaks volumes about the character of your organization. 
It will also generate goodwill--and loyalty--for your brand.

Engaging employees in the improvement of processes is just one way to strengthen employer brand loyalty. 
Employees can also contribute ideas for improvements to other areas of your business such as workspace, 
marketing collateral, customer support, communications, and even janitorial service. This is not to say that 
every decision for improvement must go through the entire organization, but empowered employees who are 
given a voice, and whose voice is listened to, will be your brand’s most loyal advocates.

Links To More On This Topic...

5 Tips To Help Your 
Company Stand Out 
When Hiring Employees
www.exacthire.com

3 Tips to Engage Your 
Applicants During the 
Hiring Process
www.exacthire.com

Candor & Accountability: 
Dynamic Duo for Employee 
Engagement
www.exacthire.com

http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/5-tips-help-company-stand-out-hiring-employees/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/5-tips-help-company-stand-out-hiring-employees/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/5-tips-help-company-stand-out-hiring-employees/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/5-tips-help-company-stand-out-hiring-employees/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/3-tips-engage-applicants-hiring-process/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/3-tips-engage-applicants-hiring-process/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/3-tips-engage-applicants-hiring-process/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/3-tips-engage-applicants-hiring-process/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/workforce-management/candor-accountability-dynamic-duo-employee-engagement/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/workforce-management/candor-accountability-dynamic-duo-employee-engagement/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/workforce-management/candor-accountability-dynamic-duo-employee-engagement/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/workforce-management/candor-accountability-dynamic-duo-employee-engagement/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/5-tips-help-company-stand-out-hiring-employees/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/3-tips-engage-applicants-hiring-process/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/workforce-management/candor-accountability-dynamic-duo-employee-engagement/
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4 Steps to Improve Employer Brand Loyalty

2.  Engage Employees in Continual Improvement Process

3.  Respond to All Employee Suggestions 

4.  Recognize and Celebrate Employee Impact

1.  Invite Job Applicants, Candidates, and New-Hires to Rate and Review Hiring Process

- Invite employees to provide input on issues that impact them on a daily basis.

- Solicit suggestions on a specific issue or ask employees to make suggestions at any time on issues of their choice.

- Share a cloud-based document via email to directly solicit feedback and provide anytime access for employees.

- Give each suggestion a quick acknowledgement and timeframe for response.

- For ideas that will be implemented, provide next-steps and a timeframe for completion.*

- For ideas that will not be implemented, explain why they cannot be implemented.*

- Specifically recognize employees for suggestions that lead to improvements and for the resulting benefits.

- Maintain a running log of improvements that can be celebrated at year-end.

- Provide rewards for suggestions that lead to improvements.

- Use company website and social media channels to celebrate employee achievements and contributions.

- Include examples of how employees impact your business in meaningful ways through the continual improvement process.

* By using a cloud-based document to solicit/record suggestions and outline implementation steps, organizations can provide 
greater transparency to the improvement process.

- As applicants and candidates leave the hiring process, inlcude a link to an online survey in a “Thank You” email

- As part of an employee onboarding process, ask new hires to reflect and honestly comment on the hiring process
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The Employer Brand Experience

Rethink Customer Service

Customer service is commonly understood as how an organization 
interacts with--or serves--its customers (those individuals who buy 
your product or service). A key tenet of customer service is that 
an organization should have the goal of providing an exceptional 
experience by anticipating and meeting customer needs before the 
customer even asks. Imagine if the employees of an organization 
did the same for each other and for inquiring job seekers. Well, 
businesses with a strong employer brand do.

If we go back to the definition of brand, we are reminded that brand 
is not smoke and mirrors, it is the core of what you are as a business. 
To extend that concept to employer brand, an organization cannot 
expect an “employee appreciation day”, company swag, and an annual 
“employee satisfaction survey” to be the drivers of its employer brand. 
Those are nice expressions, but to truly possess a strong employment 
brand, an organization must offer an exceptional experience on the 
other days of the year too.
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A Culture of Respect and Affirmation

Providing an exceptional experience begins before a job seeker even clicks on a job listing. Top talent will 
not apply for a position with just any business. They want to see proof of a fun, vibrant, and supportive 
work culture at a growing, successful organization. And when they do apply and interview, they want to 
be treated in way that is consistent with that culture. Finally, once hired, they want to feel the culture they 
were promised--and not just on “employee appreciation day”.

Every week, and indeed, every day will bring its own ups and downs--this is true inside and outside the 
workplace. When we talk about providing an exceptional experience for employees, our goal is not to 
create a workplace utopia. Rather, a business should seek to foster a culture that respects the dignity of the 
individual and affirms their contribution to the business on a consistent basis. By doing this, employees feel 
supported and confident in their work, and thus, are more likely to collaborate with each other in an open 
and honest way.

Links To More On This Topic...

11 Small Steps to Improve 
Your Recruitment Brand and 
Engage Applicants
www.exacthire.com

12 Quirky Ways to Build 
Company Culture
www.exacthire.com

Engaging Applicants – New 
Economy New Rules 
www.exacthire.com

http://www.exacthire.com/blog/recruiting/improve-recruitment-brand-engage-applicants/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/recruiting/improve-recruitment-brand-engage-applicants/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/recruiting/improve-recruitment-brand-engage-applicants/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/recruiting/improve-recruitment-brand-engage-applicants/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/workforce-management/12-quirky-ways-build-company-culture/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/workforce-management/12-quirky-ways-build-company-culture/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/workforce-management/12-quirky-ways-build-company-culture/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/engaging-applicants-new-economy-new-rules/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/engaging-applicants-new-economy-new-rules/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/engaging-applicants-new-economy-new-rules/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/recruiting/improve-recruitment-brand-engage-applicants/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/workforce-management/12-quirky-ways-build-company-culture/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/engaging-applicants-new-economy-new-rules/
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4 Steps to Enhance the Employer Brand Experience

4.  Engage Employees in a Continual Improvement Plan

1.  Set Realistic Expectations During the Application and Onboarding Processes

- Provide a timeframe for next steps and a hiring decision

- Incorporate a “Shadow Day” for final job candidates to become more familiar with your organization

- Provide new hires with a “culture guide” that tells the story of your work culture

2.  Announce Milestone Achievements and Affirm the Small Wins 

3.  Provide Quarterly Incentives for Collaborative Objectives that Drive Business Outcomes

- Create a recurring section in your company newsletter for employee achievements

- Use social media to mention employees who drive ongoing success

- Maintain a running log of achievements to celebrate at year-end

- Include objectives that benefit from diverse perspectives and participation, such as blogging and social sharing

- Offer fun, shared activities as incentives to strengthen team-building efforts

- Invite employees to suggest improvements as ideas occur to them or through quarterly surveys

- Write blogs that tell the story of new improvements from idea to implementation
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Optimize Your Brand Marketing

4

Your Digital Media Channels

Finally, we come to marketing. By doing the work to define your 
employer brand and building the activities, processes, and policies 
that will maintain it, your organization is in a strong position 
to effectively market your brand to job seekers. While a small 
business can choose to employ a number of different strategies, it is 
important to commit to one that addresses the three digital media 
channels: owned, earned, and paid.

Owned
Owned media refers to content that is created and controlled by 
your business. This can be your website, social media platforms, 
blog, mobile app, or e-newsletters.

Earned
Earned media may or may not be created by your business, and you 
have limited control over it. Examples of earned media would be 
guest blogging, customer reviews, and industry influencers sharing 
or referencing your owned content via social.
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Paid
Paid media is content owned and controlled by you that is served up by a third-party platform to a targeted 
audience, defined by you. The cost of paid media increases as the reach and precision of your target audience 
increases. Examples include Google Adwords, social ads, and sponsored content.

A Closer Look at the Big Three

Each of the three channels complements the other, so, again, it’s important to create a strategy that addresses 
them all and presents your brand consistently across each channel. An exciting, compelling Facebook Ad, 
extolling the perks of working for “ABC Freight”, should not link job seekers to a bare-bones, generic career 
page that throws a wet blanket on that initial excitement. 

So with the understanding that each of the three channels above must be treated with equal respect and 
attention, let’s take a look at each channel and consider a few quick tips on how we can enhance them.

Links To More On This Topic...

How Content Marketing Can 
Help Attract Top Talent
www.relevance.com

Social Media As 
Recruitment Tools
www.exacthire.com

What You Should Know About Job 
Aggregators and Direct Job Links
www.exacthire.com

http://relevance.com/how-content-marketing-can-help-attract-top-talent/
http://relevance.com/how-content-marketing-can-help-attract-top-talent/
http://relevance.com/how-content-marketing-can-help-attract-top-talent/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hr-solutions/social-media-recruitment-tools/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hr-solutions/social-media-recruitment-tools/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hr-solutions/social-media-recruitment-tools/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/know-job-aggregators-direct-job-links/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/know-job-aggregators-direct-job-links/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/know-job-aggregators-direct-job-links/
http://relevance.com/how-content-marketing-can-help-attract-top-talent/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hr-solutions/social-media-recruitment-tools/
http://www.exacthire.com/blog/hiring-process/know-job-aggregators-direct-job-links/
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For small businesses, effective employer brand marketing begins with owned media. It offers complete control and 
a relatively low production cost. Before thinking about earned or paid, make sure your owned media is in order.

1.  Structure your website so that it is optimized for search and usability:

2.  Frequently create original content for your blog that is:

3.  Present a consistent brand image across social media that amplifies other owned media by:

Owned

- Determine your most important keywords for search
- Position pages targeted for important keywords within one or two clicks of your home page
- Use navigation menus that are intuitive for visitors and that link to important/popular pages

- Educational, useful, or entertaining
- Insightful, opinionated, thought-provoking
- Open to reader comments
- Linked to relevant and important pages of your website
- Strategically written with keywords

- Customizing social profiles to include business logos, colors, and messaging
- Utilizing a consistent tone or voice appropriate for each platform
- Linking social posts back to your website
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High-quality, earned media can reach job seekers that are otherwise difficult to uncover through paid and owned 
media efforts. The endorsement of a third-party--especially thought leaders--lends credibility to your brand. But, 
of course, you have to earn that high-quality endorsement:

1.  Pitch your content to reputable third-party sites or individuals.

-

2.  Review the submission guidelines and publishing policies before pitching.

-

-

Earned

The goal of creating content for earned media channels is to raise 
awareness of your brand to new audiences and drive quality (high sales 
potential) traffic to your website in the short-term--make sure the third-
party site you choose has a large audience with some interest in your 
product or service.

You will save time in producing content if you know the guidelines ahead of time, and you will come 
across professional when you submit content that meets those guidelines.

Some sites will not allow you to re-publish your content on other sites--even your own website--so be 
aware of publishing policies, or you may jeopardize your earned opportunity.
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Paid
Paid media is not always an option for small businesses; however, when well-planned, it can significantly 
increase a business’s reach and ability to attract the best applicants. As it relates to your employer brand and 
hiring, consider the following in paid media:

1.  Know where your target audience is active.

-

2.  Invest in high-return opportunities.

-

-

71% of internet users are active on Facebook on a daily basis, compared to 28% 
of LinkedIn users. So Facebook has more active users--check--but are Facebook 
users your target audience? Be sure to consider both the level of activity and type 
of audience before shelling out on paid social.

Similarly, paying for sponsored posts or pay-per-click on commercial job boards and 
aggregators can increase visibility and reach for those hard-to-fill, specialized positions.

When posting open positions, using niche job boards may carry a cost, but the higher 
percentage of qualified applicants may be worth the investment.
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Employer Brand Management

Ready. Set. Grow!
Understanding, strengthening, and promoting a compelling 
consumer brand is essential to the long-term success of a 
business. An employer brand is no different. Small businesses 
that truly know and grow their employer brand will provide job 
seekers and employees with an exceptional experience. This 
experience defines an employer brand, and is essential to effective 
employment marketing that attracts, hires, and retains top talent. 



Founded in 2007 by individuals who were veterans of the 
hiring and human resource management side of business, 
ExactHire offers technology for hiring and succession 
planning to clients on a nationwide scale. 

We’re passionate about helping organizations achieve job 
fit across their businesses through the use of technology. 
Contact us to discuss how you may collect more objective 
information about your candidates for hire and succession 
planning, and collect it earlier in the selection process–all 
while using web-based applications to make your talent 
management processes paperless.

AssessmentsApplicant Tracking OnboardingReference Check

Our Solutions

ExactHire’s HireCentric 
applicant tracking software 
(ATS software) makes it 
easier for talented job 
seekers to apply to your 
organization–anytime and 
from anywhere. This web-
based applicant tracking 
portal enhances your 
employment brand and is 
your opportunity to share 
important information about 
your organization.

ExactHire’s RefCentric 
reference checking 
software allows companies 
to use technology to 
simplify and standardize 
the process of gathering 
employment references. 
Invest fewer human 
resources hours and 
improve your response 
rate with our web-based 
platform.

ExactHire’s onboarding 
software eliminates 
paperwork and redundancy 
to fully optimize the way 
new hire information is 
collected. This provides an 
exceptional experience for 
new hires by taking the 
“paper” and “work” out of 
paperwork.

ExactHire offers employee 
assessment software that 
provides a comprehensive 
evaluation of a candidate-
-from cognitive and skills-
based assessments, to 
behavioral and interest-
based evaluations.

Once those assessments 
are completed, the system 
administrator can track 
and record results, thereby 
determining the best job fit.

Contact Us!

http://www.exacthire.com/contact


@GoExactHire

Connect With ExactHire

10333 North Meridian Street, Suite 130
Indianapolis, IN 46290
317-296-8000
www.exacthire.com

https://twitter.com/goexacthire
https://www.linkedin.com/company/exacthire
https://www.facebook.com/ExactHire
https://twitter.com/goexacthire
https://plus.google.com/+Exacthire/posts
http://www.exacthire.com
http://www.exacthire.com

